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Pre-Earnings Jitters Set to Fade Post-Brexit Worries

After a final week of June in which global stock markets bounced back from the
post-Brexit vote shock, markets opened trading in the Independence Day-shortened week
in a somber mood. The pound sterling, which had bumped higher, during the rally week,
slid back post vote lows; stocks skidded lower; and global bond markets continued to
rally, pushing yields in many assets to historical lows.

BREXIT: THE HANGOVER
Brexit was driven by perceptions that Britain was contributing more to EU than it was
receiving; that it was losing control of local policies to bureaucrats in Brussels; and that it
would no longer be able to control flow of immigrants into England. But going it alone
has its costs.

Britain continues to assess the implications of its seminal decision, even as most of
the architects of the campaign have opted not to participate in the ensuing government.
After Tory leader David Cameron announced plans to step down ahead of the formal exit
from EU, British citizens were stunned when leading “leave” campaigners Boris Johnson
and Nigel Farage both indicated they would not be involved in the post-exit government.

This has contributed to perceptions that the very architects of Brexit had not thought
deeply about the reality of exiting the European Union. It has also heightened concerns among ordinary citizens that the path
ahead is even more fraught than earlier perceived. Bank of England Governor Mark Carney has been a rare steady hand,
seeking to add stability to an uncertain situation. He has been appearing frequently since the vote, but also speaking bluntly.

Carney is warning of prospects for “a material slowing” in the British economy. The BoE is already taking steps to
mitigate deeper damage. On 7/5/16, the BoE’s Financial Policy Committee (FPC) announced a reduction in capital require-
ments for banks. The Counter-Cyclical Buffer, which sets accepted limits for risk-weighted assets, has been cut from 0.5% of
risk-weighted assets to zero. The FPC expects this move to lift lending capacity for British banks – at a time when lending
flows from European banks risk being choked off. Simultaneously, the FPC underscored that this freed-up capital is to be used
to stimulate lending and not for banks’ capital structure policies, such as raising dividends.

The BoE’s FPC is monitoring key indicators in the British economy, such as appetite for investments, commercial and
residential real estate, and liquidity in financial markets. The BoE may be poised for further stimulative action, such as cutting
benchmark interest rates. For now, it will mainly monitor the situation from the sidelines, ready to inject stimulative measures
as needed.
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2Q16 EARNINGS – AND 3Q GUIDANCE - AHEAD
For U.S. investors at least, Brexit is about to be pushed out
of the summer headlines by 2Q16 EPS season. Most analy-
sis firms, including Bloomberg, FactSet and Standard &
Poor’s, anticipate that 2Q16 EPS for the S&P 500 will de-
cline in the 5% range from 2Q15 earnings. Excluding en-
ergy, the broad consensus expects earnings to decline in
low single digits, with Bloomberg forecasting a decline of
1.9%.

Argus is modeling a more moderate decline of 1%-
3% or all S&P 500 2Q16 earnings, and a slight uptick for
EPS excluding energy. The consensus, in our view, has not
fully captured the underlying strength in U.S. economic
activity. Although emerging economies drove S&P 500 EPS
growth up through the 2013-2014 period, the U.S. has been
the best market and the best earnings driver over the past
year and a half. Additionally, analysts are too prone to take
on faith low-ball guidance issued by CFOs who would
rather under-promise and over-deliver rather than hit their
forecast on the head.

As the global swing producer in energy markets, the
U.S. was hit hard by the collapse in commodities prices,
broadly impacting U.S. industrial production. But, much
as the U.S. felt the pain earlier, it may be rebounding ear-
lier than most other nations. The Institute for Supply Man-
agement (ISM) purchasing managers’ index (PMI) for
manufacturing companies expanded in June at the fastest
pace since February 2015. The 53.2 reading in ISM manu-
facturing jumped up from 51.3 in May and exceeded opti-
mistic consensus expectations. New orders in this diffu-
sion index jumped to 57 in June from 55.7 in May; gauges
of inventories and factory employment also climbed. Mean-
while, the ISM non-manufacturing PMI – which captures
much more of the economy than the manufacturing PMI –
jumped 3.6 points to 56.5 in June, its highest reading since
November 2015.

Strength in the consumer economy, fueled by jobs
growth and cheap gasoline, has carried the U.S. economy
while the industrial sector lagged. With the dollar at more
favorable (lower) exchange rates and commodities & en-
ergy showing signs of stabilizing, the earnings outlook may
finally be in position to swing to positive.

The danger is that the consensus is already pricing in
accelerating EPS growth. Argus and consensus prognosti-
cators are forecasting mid-single-digit annual EPS growth
beginning in 3Q16, accelerating to high-single-digit growth
in 3Q and low double-digit growth in 4Q.

Against this backdrop of heightened expectations,
guidance for 3Q earnings had better be good. Otherwise,
the market could be in for another rough July-August pe-
riod for the third time in six years
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ECONOMIC & MARKET COMMENTARY (CONT.)

ESCHEWING GLOBAL TRADE
IN AN INTERCONNECTED WORLD
The presidential election cycle threatens to reverse the trend
toward more open global trade, yet U.S. markets have never
been so beholden to global events. In the evolving narra-
tive worldwide, open trade has become associated with
native job loss and with porous immigration. Even as the
Post-Brexit hangover triggers re-assessment of the poten-
tial costs of closed borders, global trade policy will remain
hot-button into the November elections and likely beyond.

Based on pressure from the grassroots right, the Re-
publican Party appears to be re-thinking one of its baseline
policies: that free trade provides growth benefits that out-

weigh the harm of capital outflows and job losses. Based
on pressure from the hard left and Bernie Sanders, the
Democratic nominee appears to be walking back earlier
support for the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) and even
NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement), one of
the centrist accomplishments of the Bill Clinton presidency.

As the stock and bond response to Brexit has dem-
onstrated, U.S. markets are entangled in the world’s busi-
ness. The real and raw pain triggered by factory losses
may prompt U.S. regulators to put more teeth into their
global trade agreements, and that is a good thing. But we
are likely past the point at which global trade can be un-
wound and reversed.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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